BEING YOUR PARTNER

From co-design, to solutions finding based only on
declared needs, we allow our customer to focus
available skills on his own core-business

Stefano Molinari
Chief Financial Officer

Who we are

CO-Design - The advantages

Stefano Molinari

Co-design is the way we definitely figure out
how to accomplish with customer needs.
Challenges might be related to cost review,
design review, saving of designing time, new
manufacturing processes. Customers can take
advantage of our experience, avoiding waste
of resources in non-relevant details, being
focused on their core-business.

Founder and owner of the
company, he's been in the
manufacturing and industrial
services for over twenty years.
Constantly on site, he catches
the requirements of the market
and the customer's needs.

Andrea Penso
Operating in the industrial plants
business since 1997, he's been
commissioning new projects for
leading companies worldwide.
He's our general manager since
2018.

Consol is "work on order" oriented, the supply range goes from small details to complete machines, including testing when
required. Neverthless, we can be a landmark also in small serial productions, for those who need, beyond the execution, an high
level of processes integration: data exchange platforms, kanban managing of standard equipments supplies, co-planning.
Consol cooperation attitude is extended to his sub-suppliers, to ensure a wide range of solutions for his customers.
Our vision is to be a reliable partner for major machines and plants companies in the pharma, food, beverage and packaging
industries, believing in a melting pot of competence as the way to achive the best results.

Production equipments and services
2D laser cutting, dimensions up to 4000x2000mm
thicknesses up to 15mm in stainless steel, 25mm in carbon
steel
3D tube laser cutting
Automatic compact server store for laser cutting
Manual and automatic finishing processes (deburring,vibro
finish, satin finish)
Automated bending, equipped with integrated 3D CAM,
lenght 4200 mm, 260 ton, 400 mm deepness
Turning and milling
Tapping, spot facing, countersinking
Calendering

Some numbers in 2021
4500 squared meters of covered surface
300 squared meters dedicated to offices;
1500 squared meters for laser cutting and wharehouse;
2100 squared meters for carpentry and assembly distributed
in two different workshops for stainless steel and carbon
steel;
600 squared meters for logistic operations and kanban
managed just in time products;
60 excellent employees
38000 different items processed, more the 1 million
components delivered
5000 hours in assembly operations
7000 hours of technical services
More than 4000 shipments

STAMPATO DA TIPOGRAFIA GAMBINO - CALAMANDRANA (AT)

Consol was founded in 2007, based on a prodution area of 1100 squared meters and a work commitment of 5
employees, to supply the Canelli food industry district.
In 2012, the production area is doubled, to allow new operations of welding and assembly, beside cutting and
bending.
In 2013, the implementation of a new ERP system is the chance to build up a technical-commercial department for
offers developing and after sales services.
In 2014, one additional laser cutting line and an automatic loading and unloading system on the existing laser
cutting line are added.
In 2015, an automatic finishing machine is installed.
In 2016, bending capacity increases by the purchase of a new machine, fully integrated through the ERP to the CADCAM system.
In 2017, the company gets the EN 1090-1 EXC3 e EN ISO 3834-2 certifications, introducing a processes and materials
tracking system.
In 2019, production area is extended to 1000 squared meters more, to meet new needs related to the kanban service
dedicated to the customers
In 2021, a new fiber laser cutting system is installed.
In 2022, a new business unit is founded, to process carbon steel medium-heavy jobs, increasing the production
capacity and taking the global production area to 4500 squared meters.
In 2023 … let's find out togheter! Come and visit us!

